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A Taylor Basis for Kinematic Nonlinear Real-time Simulations.
Part II: The Taylor Basis

S. Andersen∗† and P. N. Poulsen ‡

Department of Civil Engineering, Technical University of Denmark, 2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark

SUMMARY

Real-time simulations are used to a significant extent in many engineering fields. However, if nonlinearities
are included, the real-time requirement significantly limits the size and complexity of numerical models. The
present work constitutes the second of two papers where a general method to simulate kinematic nonlinear
structures more efficiently is introduced. In the present work, an efficient basis formulation that enables the
number of basis vectors to be increased without increasing the number of unknown basis co-ordinates is
presented. This allows for larger numerical kinematically nonlinear models to run in real time. The basis is
organized from a Taylor series that includes the system mode shapes and their complete first order modal
derivatives derived in Part I. The Taylor series predicts fixed linear relations between the modal co-ordinates
of the system mode shapes and the modal derivatives, respectively. Thus, the full solution is known solely by
determining the modal co-ordinates of the mode shapes, which significantly minimizes the computational
costs. Furthermore, it is illustrated that the stability of the Taylor basis is dependent on the mode shape
frequencies only, allowing the applied time steps to be significantly larger than in standard nonlinear basis
analysis. An example illustrates a case where the computational time can be decreased by one order of
magnitude using a Taylor basis formulation compared to a standard basis formulation including identical
basis vectors.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The use of real-time simulations in the industry and research community within engineering fields
is increasing. Real-time simulations are e.g. used in computer graphics, medical applications and
structural testing, see [1–3].

The motivation for the present work relates to the field of hybrid testing, where structural full scale
tests are divided in a physical substructure and an analytical substructure which are coupled through
a continuously interchange of data. The concept of hybrid testing was developed by Japanese
scientists in the 1960s as an alternative to shaking tables for seismic testing, see [4]. The structural
behavior of the physical substructure is considered a black box and thus, must be tested physically.
The behavior of the remaining part of the structure is known and is modeled numerically, typically
by the finite element method (FEM). If the physical substructure is rate-dependent both the physical
test and the numerical simulations are performed in real time, and the test is often referred to as
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2 S. ANDERSEN AND P. N. POULSEN

real-time hybrid simulation (RTHS). For a more in-depth description of the principles behind hybrid
testing, see e.g. [5–10].

The present work constitutes the second of two papers with the overall aim to formulate a general
method for improving the simulations of kinematically nonlinear structures in real time. The focus
is purely numerical, and coupling of numerical and physical substructures which appears in e.g.
RTHS is not considered.

Despite of the computational power available today, the size and complexity of nonlinear
numerical models capable of running in real-time are very restricted. The size of nonlinear numerical
models included in a nonlinear RTHS e.g. is relatively modest with a maximum of 514 applied
degrees of freedom (DOFs), see [11]. One of the critical reasons for the size limitations of real-time
FEM simulations is the time consuming evaluation of the internal nodal restoring forces performed
element-by-element followed by assembling of the global set of equations in each time step. Thus,
this is a key area to consider if the computational efficiency should be improved.

A very efficient tool to improve the computational efficiency in numerical simulations is basis
projection. This method is widely used and it also constitutes the focus of the present work. Its
first application for kinematically nonlinear structures can be dated back to the work in [12]. Basis
projection is also used in real-time application, e.g. in the field of computer graphics simulations [1],
for medical purposes [2] and also for linear and nonlinear RTHS [13, 14].

Among some of the most used basis vectors for kinematic nonlinear systems are the linear normal
modes (also known as the system mode shapes) and the modal derivatives (MDs), see [15]. The MDs
were initially introduced in [16, 17] by differentiating the linearized eigenvalue problem. However,
the differentiated equations only govern a set of approximate modal derivatives. Furthermore, the
equations include a singular matrix, which requires the introduction of some assumptions before
they can be solved. To resolve these singularity issues many modifications have been suggested, see
e.g. [1, 18–23]. However, common to all of the suggestions presented, is that they represent some
kind of approximation. The approximation issue was, however, solved in part I of the present work
where a set of equations governing the complete MDs were derived by use of perturbation methods.

The aim of the present work is to develop an efficient and accurate method for real-time
simulations of kinematically nonlinear numerical systems. The method is based on basis projection
including system mode shapes and MDs. In Part I the focus was to derive a novel set of equations
governing the complete first order MDs by use of perturbation methods. In the present paper the
complete MDs derived in Part I are then used in a so-called Taylor basis to significantly reduce the
computational time when simulating kinematic nonlinear systems. The basis formulation predicts
fixed linear relations between the modal co-ordinates of the system mode shapes and the MDs,
respectively. This allows the latter to be included in the basis without introducing further unknown
modal co-ordinates. Thus, the full solution is known solely by determining the modal co-ordinates
of the system mode shapes. Furthermore, it is shown that the stability of the Taylor basis including
the complete MDs only depends on the frequencies belonging to the system mode shapes, and
not on the significantly higher frequencies related to the MDs, which is the case in standard time
integration schemes. This allows the time steps to be increased significantly compared to standard
time integration methods.

In [23] the principle of including MDs in a Taylor basis with fixed relations in the unknown
modal co-ordinates was also applied. The approach showed to improve the computational efficiency.
However, the MDs were evaluated as approximations from several nonlinear static displacement
fields. The present work distinguishes itself from the work in [23] by including the complete modal
derivatives in a general manner. Furthermore, the present work investigates the improvements with
respect to computational time in more detail and it contributes with a stability analysis of the basis
formulation.

To further improve the computational speed, a reformulation technique introduced by [24] is also
incorporated to speed up the assembling of the nonlinear equations of motion in each integration
time step. The concept consists of reformulating the global internal restoring forces as a sum of
constant equivalent force vectors multiplied by the modal co-ordinates. The technique has been
applied by several researchers to reduce the simulation times, see e.g. [1, 25–27].
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3

In the following section the principle of basis projection using both a so-called standard basis
formulation and a Taylor basis formulation is presented. Next, in Section 3 it is described in
general how the nonlinear restoring forces are formulated as a sum of constant equivalent force
vectors by use of the reformulation technique suggested in [24]. Then, in Section 4 the significant
computational efficiency and stability of the Taylor basis is illustrated by considering an example
with a highly nonlinear frame. Finally, a conclusion is given in Section 5.

2. BASIS PROJECTION OF THE KINEMATIC NONLINEAR EQUATIONS OF MOTION

By use of Calculus of Variation, applied as the principle of virtual work, any set of governing
equations of motion (EOMs) including kinematic nonlinearities can be organized in discrete form.
A general formulation for the kinematic nonlinear EOMs with assumed constant mass and damping
is

MV̈ + CV̇ + g(V) = F(t) (1)

where V is a n×1 global displacement vector containing n DOFs. Differentiation with respect to
time t is defined through the notation (̇) = d()/dt, M and C are n× n mass and damping matrices,
F(t) is the time-dependent external load vector of dimensions n×1 and g(V) is a n×1 vector
representing the internal nodal restoring forces. Kinematic nonlinearities cause the vector g(V)
to be a nonlinear function of the displacements.

In the following it is shown how the number of DOFs in the EOMs in (1) are reduced by use of
basis projection, which can help to reduce the computational time spent on solving the equations.
Two types of basis formulations are presented. The first one is referred to as a standard basis
formulation, whereas the second is referred to as a Taylor basis formulation. The latter, including
the complete MDs derived in Part I, constitutes the core of the present work.

2.1. The Standard Basis Formulation

In standard basis projection the number of DOFs are reduced by projecting the EOMs in (1) onto
a basis organized as a linear relation between the physical and the reduced subspace co-ordinates.
This is given as

V(s) = Φs (2)

where Φ is a basis matrix of dimensions n×N with N representing the number of basis vectors
arranged as columns. Each basis vector has an associated unknown time dependent reduced
subspace co-ordinate si(t) = si, i ε [1;N ], and all of these co-ordinates are all collected in the vector
s of dimensionsN×1. In the following the basis formulation in (2) is referred to as a standard basis.

The discretized equations in (1) are projected onto the standard basis in (2) yielding the
formulation

m̃s̈ + c̃ṡ + g̃(s) = f̃(t) (3)

with the projected modal matrices defined as

m̃ = ΦTMΦ (4)

c̃ = ΦTCΦ (5)

g̃(s) = ΦTg(Φs) (6)

f̃(t) = ΦTF(t) (7)

Typically, a relatively small set of basis vectors are required to obtain a good approximate
solution for V, by solving the projected equations in (3) for the unknown s and then transform
this into physical co-ordinates by use of the relation in (2). The number of DOFs in (3) are typically
significantly less compared to the full system in (1), that is, N � n.

(2019)



4 S. ANDERSEN AND P. N. POULSEN

A natural choice for the basis vectors applied in (2) are the eigenvectorsϕi fulfilling the linearized
eigenvalue problem in (8) with the tangent stiffness matrix, KT (V), the mass matrix, M, and the
i-th natural frequency, ωi:

(
KT (V)− ω2

iM
)
ϕi = 0 (8)

The eigenvectors, ϕi, are also known as the system mode shapes. In the following these are simply
referred to as the mode shapes.

The mode shapes that contribute most significantly to the response of linear systems are typically
those with frequencies in the domain of the excitation frequencies and with relatively high absolute
modal load contributions, which are given as

∣∣f̃i(t)∣∣ =
∣∣ϕTi F(t)

∣∣, where |()| indicates the absolute
value. These are often represented by the mode shapes with the lowest frequencies. The same
mode shapes are also significant to the response of kinematically nonlinear systems. However,
in nonlinear structures, basis vectors that represent coupling activated displacements are also of
high importance. These are often characterized as modes with small modal loads and frequencies
significantly higher than the excitation frequencies, see e.g. Part I. If these are not included, the
system may experience so-called membrane locking, which leads to poorly predicted displacements
and/or unstable systems, see [28]. In Part I it was shown that the first order coupling-effects for a
system with zero initial displacements are represented by the modal derivatives ∂ϕi/∂sj governed
by the system of equations

[
KT (0)− (ωj0 + ωi0)2M

]
1

2

(
∂ϕi0
∂sj

+
∂ϕj0
∂si

)
=

[
α0M−

∂KS(0)

∂si

]
ϕj0 (9)

with the subindex 0 referring to the initial state with zero displacements. On the left-hand side
of (9) the sum of two first order modal derivatives with switched indices appear. These figures are
multiplied by the tangent stiffness matrix, KT (V), at the zero deformation state (V = 0), subtracted
by the product of the mass matrix times the squared sum of the j-th and i-th natural frequencies. The
right hand side consist of a matrix containing the mass matrix multiplied by a coefficient denoted
α0 minus the secant stiffness, KS(V), differentiated with respect to the i-th modal co-ordinate and
evaluated at zero displacements. The matrix is multiplied onto the j-th mode shape. The coefficient
α0 is given in (10), where it is seen to be a function of the mass matrix, the j-th and i-th mode shapes
and the secant stiffness matrix differentiated with respect to the j-th and i-th modal co-ordinates,
respectively.

α0 =
ϕTj0

ϕTj0Mϕj0

(
∂KS(0)

∂si
ϕj0 −

∂KS(0)

∂sj
ϕi0

)
(10)

It is important to stress that the modal derivatives in (9) can only be determined as a sum of two
vectors. A compact formulation for this is introduced as

∂ϕij =
∂ϕi
∂sj

+ (1− δij)
∂ϕj
∂si

, i, j ε [1;N ] ∧ j ≤ i (11)

Given N mode shapes then H = 1
2 (N +N2) is the number of combinations of the modal

derivatives ∂ϕij . Including all of the N mode shapes and the corresponding H modal derivatives in
the standard basis formulation in (2), this may be written in the form

(2019)
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V(s) =
[
ϕ1 ϕ2 ... ϕN ∂ϕ11 ∂ϕ21 ∂ϕ22 ... ∂ϕNN

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Φ



s1

s2

...
sN
sN+1

sN+2

sN+3

...
sN+H


(12)

with N +H independent modal co-ordinates sj , j ε [1;N +H]. Examples of the use of a standard
basis including modal derivatives are given in [1, 16] and in Part I. In the present work the standard
basis is used as a reference when evaluating the precision, computational efficiency and stability of
the so-called Taylor basis.

2.2. The Taylor Basis Formulation

In Part I the displacement field V(s) was expressed as a Taylor series in the modal co-ordinates
s with N mode shapes, ϕi, and H modal derivatives, ∂ϕij . For zero initial displacements the series
reduced to

V(s) =

N∑
i=1

ϕisi +

N∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

∂ϕijsisj + ... (13)

The Taylor series in (13) suggests that the contribution from each of the mode shapes to the solution
of V is given as the vector multiplied by its associated modal co-ordinate. Each of the first order
MDs are multiplied by a second order product of the modal co-ordinates, consisting of the same co-
ordinates as multiplied onto the mode shapes. Thus, including the MDs does not introduce further
unknowns into the system. The Taylor series, therefore, presents a more efficient way to include the
MDs. The mode shapes and the first order MDs in (13) are organized in the matrix format

ΦT =
[
ϕ1, ϕ2, ... ϕN , ∂ϕ11, ∂ϕ21, ∂ϕ22, ∂ϕ31, ∂ϕ32, ... ∂ϕNN

]
(14)

which is of dimensions n× (N +H). In the following ΦT is referred to as the Taylor basis matrix.
Moreover, the corresponding modal co-ordinates si and the second order co-ordinate products sisj
in (13) are collected in the vector

sT =



s1

s2

...
sN
s1s1

s2s1

s2s2

s3s1

s3s2

...
sNsN



(15)

which is of dimensions (N +H)× 1. In the following the vector sT is referred to as the Taylor
co-ordinate vector. Given the definitions in (14) and (15) the Taylor series in (13), including the
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6 S. ANDERSEN AND P. N. POULSEN

terms up to second order, can be given as the compact basis formulation

V(s) = ΦT sT (16)

The formulation in (16) is referred to as the Taylor basis in the following. The Taylor basis matrix
ΦT in (14) is identical to the basis matrix Φ introduced in (12). However, the subscript T is added
to stress that it is part of the Taylor basis formulation including second order co-ordinate products
in the Taylor co-ordinate vector sT . Projecting the EOMs in (1) onto the Taylor basis in (16) yields
the formulation

m̂s̈T + ĉṡT + ĝ(sT ) = f̂(t) (17)

with the following matrix definitions

m̂ = (ΦT )
T

MΦT (18)

ĉ = (ΦT )
T

CΦT (19)

ĝ(sT ) = (ΦT )
T

g(ΦT sT ) (20)

f̂(t) = (ΦT )
T

F(t) (21)

and the following definitions of the velocity and acceleration vectors

ṡT =



ṡ1

ṡ2

...
ṡN

ṡ1s1 + s1ṡ1

ṡ2s1 + s2ṡ1

ṡ2s2 + s2ṡ2

ṡ3s1 + s3ṡ1

...
ṡNsN + sN ṡN



, s̈T =



s̈1

s̈2

...
s̈N

s̈1s1 + 2ṡ1ṡ1 + s1s̈1

s̈2s1 + 2ṡ2ṡ1 + s2s̈1

s̈2s2 + 2ṡ2ṡ2 + s2s̈2

s̈3s1 + 2ṡ3ṡ1 + s3s̈1

...
s̈NsN + 2ṡN ṡN + sN s̈N



(22)

From the Taylor co-ordinate vector in (15) and the accelerations and velocities in (22) all of the
unknowns (si, ṡi, s̈i) are seen to appear multiple times. Therefore, the projected system of equations
in (17) must be transformed from the (sT , ṡT , s̈T ) co-ordinate system to the (s, ṡ, s̈) co-ordinate
system before it is solved. This transformation is performed using straightforward mathematical
approaches presented in the following section.

The Taylor basis formulation in (16) was also used in [23]. However, the MDs were taken
as approximations determined from static displacement fields. In the present work the complete
modal derivatives are determined directly from the complete governing system of equations in (9).
Furthermore, it is shown that by including the complete modal derivatives in the Taylor basis, a
significant increase in stability is achieved. Also a detailed investigation of the improvement in the
simulation time is given here.

2.3. Taylor Co-ordinate Transformation

The projected system of equations in (17) is transformed from the (sT , ṡT , s̈T ) co-ordinate system
into the (s, ṡ, s̈) co-ordinate system. For this, the projected EOMs are written in a variational form
by multiplying it with the transposed virtual component vector δsT :

(δsT )
T
(
m̂s̈T + ĉṡT + ĝ(sT )− f̂(t)

)
= 0 (23)

(2019)
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The vector δsT is given as the variation of the vector sT introduced in (15). This yields

δsT =



δs1

δs2

...
δsN

δs1s1 + s1δs1

δs2s1 + s2δs1

δs2s2 + s2δs2

...
δsNsN + sNδsN


(24)

Next, a set of relations between the vector co-ordinates (s, ṡ, s̈, δs) and (sT , ṡT , s̈T , δsT ) are
introduced:

sT = Q(s)s (25)
δsT = U(s)δs (26)
ṡT = U(s)ṡ (27)
s̈T = U(s)s̈ + 2P(ṡ)ṡ (28)

where Q(s), U(s) and P(ṡ) are transformation matrices of dimensions (N +H)×N . Details
on their formulation are presented in Appendix A. As indicated, the transformation matrices are
functions of the modal displacement vector s and the modal velocity vector ṡ. Inserting the relations
in (25)-(28) into (23), the projected EOMs may be written in the (s, ṡ, s̈) co-ordinates as:

m̄(s)s̈ + c̄(s, ṡ)ṡ+ḡ(s) = f̄(s, t) (29)

with the following matrix and vector definitions

m̄(s) = U(s)T m̂U(s) (30)

c̄(s, ṡ) = U(s)T (2m̂P(ṡ) + ĉU(s)) (31)

ḡ(s) = U(s)T ĝ (sT ) (32)

f̄(s, t) = U(s)T f̂(t) (33)

After the transformation from the (sT , ṡT , s̈T ) co-ordinate system into the (s, ṡ, s̈) co-ordinate
system, the mass matrix, the damping matrix and the load vector in (30), (31) and (33) are now
functions of the modal co-ordinates s and ṡ. Furthermore, the damping matrix is seen to also be a
function of the mass m̂.

2.4. Linear Dependent Basis Vectors

A possible scenario is that some of the included MDs will be linearly dependent either on some of
the systems mode shapes or on some of the other included MDs, which was the case in the example
in Part I. In such cases the rank of the basis matrices Φ and ΦT in (12) and (16) is less than the
number of basis vectors. To avoid singularity issues when solving for the unknowns, the linearly
dependent vectors are removed from the standard basis matrix Φ in (12), and their contribution is
automatically accounted for by the remaining modes. However, when the Taylor basis in (16) is
used, it is unnecessary to remove the linear dependent vectors from ΦT , as the singularity issue
is automatically resolved when the projected EOMs in (17) are transformed from the (sT , ṡT , s̈T )
co-ordinate system into the (s, ṡ, s̈) co-ordinate system in (29).

In the process of identifying potential linear dependent basis vectors, a single modal derivative
∂ϕij is removed from the basis matrix Φ one at a time. The basis matrix without the modal derivative
∂ϕij is referred to as Φ̃ij . The modal derivative which has been removed is then approximated by

(2019)



8 S. ANDERSEN AND P. N. POULSEN

the linear expression

∂ϕij ≈ Φ̃ijβij (34)

where βij is a vector containing a set of coefficients to be determined applying linear regression.
As a measure for the error of the linear approximation in (34) a parameter e is defined as

e =
‖∂ϕij − Φ̃ijβij‖

‖∂ϕij‖
(35)

where ‖()‖ indicates the length of a vector. If e = 0, a set of coefficients βij exist such that the
approximation in (34) is exact. In this case the modal derivative ∂ϕij is said to be linear dependent
on the basis vectors in Φ̃ij . If e > 0 the relation in (34) remains an approximation and the modal
derivative is linearly independent on the basis vectors in Φ̃ij . However, in order to account for
numerical inaccuracies, the parameter e should exceed 1% before the mode is said to be linearly
independent. Thus, in the case that e ≤ 1% the modal derivative under consideration is removed
from the standard basis matrix Φ in (12) reducing the number of DOFs by one.

3. POLYNOMIAL INTERNAL RESTORING FORCES

The global internal restoring forces are formulated as a global vector polynomial in order to reduce
the assembling time in each integration step. The principle was introduced in [24] and examples on
the significant computational costs that can be saved by this polynomial formulation compared with
standard element-by-element evaluations are given in [1, 25–27].

In the following the global vector polynomial formulation of the internal restoring forces based
on, respectively, the standard basis and the Taylor basis are presented. The two formulations are
included in the simulations presented in Section 4 analyzing a highly nonlinear frame structure.

3.1. Polynomial Restoring Forces

The internal restoring forces of a kinematic nonlinear system can be expressed as a cubic expression
in the displacement field V, see e.g. Part I:

g(V) = (K0 + K1(V) + K2(V))V (36)

where K0, K1(V) and K2(V) are all stiffness matrices, which are either independent, linearly
dependent or quadratically dependent on the displacement vector V.

With the definition in (36) the projected internal restoring forces in (6) projected onto a standard
basis formulation can, through simple mathematical derivations, be expressed as a cubic vector
polynomial in the modal co-ordinates as

g̃(s) = ΦT (K0 + K1(Φs) + K2(Φs)) Φs

=

N∑
i=1

q1,isi +

N∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

q2,ijsisj +

N∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

j∑
k=1

q3,ijksisjsk (37)

where q1,i, q2,ij and q3,ijk are referred to as the constant equivalent force vector coefficients. The
definitions of these are presented in general form in Appendix B. The formulation in (37) is very
convenient as it allows for all of the equivalent force vector coefficients to be arranged before starting
the time integration. Thus, the usual time-consuming evaluation of the internal restoring force
contributions performed element-by-element for every time step is replaced by a simple summation
where only the modal co-ordinates vary.

Likewise, the internal restoring forces in (20) (projected onto a Taylor basis) may be formulated
as a vector polynomial in the modal co-ordinates. However, as the Taylor co-ordinate vector sT in
(15) contains element co-ordinates of second order, the result is a sixth order polynomial in the
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reduced co-ordinates:

ĝ(sT ) =ΦT
T (K0 + K1(ΦT sT ) + K2(ΦT sT ))ΦT sT

=

N∑
i=1

q̄1,isi +

N∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

q̄2,ijsisj + · · ·+

N∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

j∑
k=1

k∑
l=1

l∑
m=1

m∑
n=1

q̄6,ijklmnsisjskslsmsn (38)

where q̄1,i, q̄2,ij , ... q̄6,ijklmn are constant equivalent force vector coefficients. A general approach
used to identify the coefficients is presented in Appendix C.

4. EXAMPLE - HIGHLY NONLINEAR FRAME

In this section the computational efficiency, stability, and precision of the Taylor basis and the
standard basis are considered. For this purpose an example with a kinematically highly nonlinear
frame modeled using two-dimensional Euler-Bernoulli beam elements is studied. The simulations
are executed with an in-house MATLAB code on a standard PC with an Intel Core i7-6500U
processor with two cores, 2.5 GHz and 16 GB RAM. It is important to stress, that the code cannot
be considered optimized, and faster devices will (of course) improve the computational efficiency
further. Despite of this, the results still serve as good indicators for the efficiency of the Taylor basis.

4.1. Frame Geometry and Loading

In Figure 1 a frame consisting of two equally long elements of length ` connected orthogonally
to each other is shown. Both elements are characterized by a Young’s modulus E, a density ρ,
a solid circular cross-section with diameter D, a cross sectional area A and a second moment
of area I . For the sake of simplicity, the damping is set to zero. Moreover, the frame is simply
supported. To amplify the kinematic nonlinear effects, the frame corner is restricted against
horizontal displacements.

x
y

`

`

EA, EI, ρ

p(t)

EA, EI, ρ

Figure 1. Nonlinear frame.

The horizontal frame element is loaded by a downwards, vertically oriented, harmonic line load,
p(t), with amplitude F and frequency ω:

p(t) = F · sin(ωt) (39)

In Table I the applied load and frame parameters are presented.
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10 S. ANDERSEN AND P. N. POULSEN

Table I. Frame parameters.

Parameter Unit Formula Magnitude
` m - 10
E GPa - 210
D m - 0.05
A m2 π

4D
2 2·10−3

I m4 π
64D

4 3.07·10−7

F N/m - -3
ω rad/s 6.40
ρ kg/m3 - 7800
c Ns/m - 0

The horizontal and vertical displacements of the frame are denoted ux(x, y, t) and uy(x, y, t),
respectively. In the following analyses the vertical displacement of the centre of the horizontal beam
ucy(t) = uy(`/2, `, t) and of the quarter point uqy(t) = uy(`/4, `, t) are considered.

4.2. Numerical Time Integration

In the study of the efficiency, stability and precision of the standard basis and the Taylor basis
formulations the central difference method (CDM) and the modified Euler method (MEM) are used.
Both integration schemes are explicit, and they are chosen because explicit schemes by nature are
better suited for performing real-time simulations compared to implicit methods. In order to check
the results of the CDM and the MEM, the implicit Newmark integration method with parameters
corresponding to the average acceleration case is also used. All three time integration schemes
are implemented in a linear and a nonlinear version into the local MATLAB-based FEM program
which was verified in Part I. Moreover, the frame is modelled by using plane Euler-Bernoulli beam
elements introduced in Part I, with 20 elements in both the horizontal and vertical frame parts.

The damping matrix c̄(s, ṡ) included in the EOMs projected onto the Taylor basis in (29) is a
function of both the modal displacement and velocity. However, in the CDM the velocity is not an
explicit part of the formulation. Thus, in order to use the CDM an approximation for the discrete
velocity is arranged from a Taylor series. The applied approximation is given as

ṡ(q) =
1

∆t

(
3

2
s(q) − 2s(q−1) +

1

2
s(q−2)

)
(40)

where the upper indices (q − n), n ε [0;2] refer to the discrete times t(q−n) = (q − n)∆t with ∆t
representing the numerical time step magnitude. Furthermore, q is a positive integer. Full details on
the derivations of the expression in (40) are given in Appendix D.

In Algorithm 1 the CDM based integration scheme used for the Taylor basis simulations
is presented. It is divided into thirteen steps, each explained by a short text accompanied by
references to the relevant formulas and/or appendices. Step one to five cover the pre-processing tasks
organizing the constant matrix elements whereas step six to thirteen represent the actual discrete
time simulation over M time steps, each of magnitude ∆t. If the MEM is used instead of the CDM,
then step seven and eleven are replaced by the associated MEM expressions for the velocity and
the displacement, respectively, see e.g. [29]. Furthermore, the MEM acceleration should also be
introduced in step seven.
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Algorithm 1 CDM based Taylor Basis Algorithm

1: % Organize Taylor basis matrix, cf. Equations (8), (9) and (14)
(KT (V)− ω2

iM)ϕi = 0 ⇒ ϕi
[KT (0)− (ωj0 + ωi0)2M] 1

2∂ϕij = [α0M− ∂KS(0)
∂si

]ϕj0 ⇒ ∂ϕij
ΦT = [ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . ϕN , ∂ϕ11, ∂ϕ21, ∂ϕ22, . . . ∂ϕNN ]

2: % Evaluate modal mass, damping and external loading, cf. Equations (18), (19) and (21)
m̂ = (ΦT )TMΦT

ĉ = (ΦT )TCΦT

f̂(t) = (ΦT )TF(t)

3: % Evaluate modal displacements at the specific times t(−1) and t(−2) from Taylor series
s(−1) = s(0) + ṡ(0)t(−1) + 1

2 s̈(0)(t(−1))2 , t(−1) = −∆t

s(−2) = s(0) + ṡ(0)t(−2) + 1
2 s̈(0)(t(−2))2 , t(−2) = −2∆t

4: % Evaluate constant equivalent force vectors, cf. Appendix C
q̄1,i, q̄2,ij , . . . , q̄6,ijklmn

5: % Evaluate transformation matrices, cf. Appendix A, Equations (49) and (59)
H, Ak, Bk

6: % Initiate simulation over M time steps of magnitude ∆t
for q = 0 : M

7: % Evaluate velocity, cf. Equation (40)
ṡ(q) = 1

∆t

(
3
2s(q) − 2s(q−1) + 1

2s(q−2)
)

8: % Evaluate transformation matrices, cf. Appendix A, Equations (54) and (58)
U(s(q)) = H +

∑N
k=1 Bks

(q)
k

P(ṡ(q)) =
∑N

k=1 Akṡ
(q)
k

9: % Evaluate mass, damping and external loading, cf. Equations (30), (31) and (33)
m̄(s(q)) = U(s(q))T m̂U(s(q))

c̄(s(q), ṡ(q)) = U(s(q))T
(
2m̂P(ṡ(q)) + ĉU(s(q))

)
f̄(s(q), t(q)) = U(s(q))T f̂(t(q)) , t(q) = q∆t

10: % Evaluate internal restoring forces, cf. Equations (32) and (38)
ḡ(s(q)) = U(s(q))T ĝ(s

(q)
T )

= U(s(q))T
(∑N

i=1 q̄1,is
(q)
i +

∑N
i=1

∑i
j=1 q̄2,ijs

(q)
i s

(q)
j + . . .

)
11: % Evaluate modal displacements by the CDM formula, cf. [30]

s(q+1) =
(

m̄(s(q))
∆t2 + c̄(s(q),ṡ(q))

2∆t

)−1 (
f̄(s(q), t(q))− ḡ(s(q)) + 2m̄(s(q))

∆t2 s(q)−[
m̄(s(q))

∆t2 − c̄(s(q),ṡ(q))
2∆t

]
s(q−1)

)
12: % Transform modal solution into physical co-ordinates, cf. Equation (16)

V(s(q+1)) = ΦT s
(q+1)
T

13: if q = M end for
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4.3. Case Validation of Nonlinear Frame

In the following it is illustrated that the frame presented in Section 4.1 displays sufficient nonlinear
behavior to be considered a relevant study case. For this the linear and nonlinear displacement
responses of the frame are compared.

In Figure 2 the transverse displacements uqy(t) and ucy(t) are plotted as a function of time.
Six displacement curves are shown; the linear Newmark response (LN), the nonlinear Newmark
response (NN), the linear CDM response (LC), the nonlinear CDM response (NC), the linear MEM
response (LM) and the nonlinear MEM response (NM). All simulations are performed with the time
step ∆t = 55 µs, and a ten-second period is considered.

0 2.5 5 7.5 10
-10
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0

5

10

0 2.5 5 7.5 10
-10

-5

0

5

10

Figure 2. The (a) transverse quarter point displacement and the (b) transverse center point displacement of
the horizontal frame part determined by the linear Newmark (LN), the linear CDM (LC), the linear MEM
(LM), the nonlinear Newmark (NN), the nonlinear CDM (NC) and the nonlinear MEM (NM) integration

schemes.

From the two displacement plots in Figure 2 the response characteristics are seen to be the
same; the linear response amplitudes appear to grow unboundedly, whereas the nonlinear response
amplitudes are bounded, reaching their maximum after approximately five seconds. In addition to
this the frequencies differ indicated by the fact that the nonlinear responses reach their local extrema
before the linear solutions. Thus, altogether the nonlinear behavior of the system is very significant
and the frame is considered a relevant study case.

Since the characteristics of the nonlinear displacements in the two points considered are the same,
only the centerpoint displacement ucy(t) will be considered in the following.

4.4. Basis Analysis of the Nonlinear Frame

In the present section the precision and the efficiency of the standard basis and the Taylor basis
formulations are illustrated and compared by considering the nonlinear frame response.

In Figure 3 the first three frame mode shapes and their six associated MDs used in the basis
simulations are plotted. The dashed lines mark the undeformed frame and the solid lines represent
the basis vectors.

The three mode shapes in Figure 3 all represent pure bending modes, i.e. the displacements
are only transverse to the element orientations, whereas the MDs contain both bending and
axial displacements. In Part I it was illustrated that transverse displacements introduce axial
displacements in kinematic nonlinear systems due to the formulation of the nonlinear strain
measures. It is, therefore, expected that the MDs include axial displacements, as these represent
the first order effects according to the Taylor series in (13).

In Figure 4 the frame response ucy(t) is plotted as a function of time. Figure 4a considers a ten-
second period and Figure 4b a close-up. The response is evaluated by the Taylor basis referred to
as ΦN

T and by the standard basis referred to as ΦN+H̄
S . The supercripts N and N + H̄ refer to the
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Figure 3. Mode shapes and MDs of the nonlinear frame.

number of free modal co-ordinates in the basis formulations; N refers to the number of included
mode shapes and H̄ to the number of included MDs, H , minus the P linear dependent basis vectors
(i.e. H̄ = H − P ). The Taylor basis also includes all of the H MDs, i.e. the total number of basis
vectors is N +H . However, the H modal co-ordinates associated with the MDs are fixed by the
Taylor series predictions. Therefore, they do not add to the number of free modal co-ordinates.

The basis responses shown in the plots are simulated using the CDM. Identical results are found
with the MEM. The NC response presented in Figure 2 is also included in Figure 4. This is
considered as the exact solution.
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Figure 4. Transverse center displacement of the horizontal frame element considering (a) a 10 second interval
and (b) a close-up. All responses are simulated by use of the CDM.

From Figure 4a the Taylor basis response for N = 1 is seen to diverge significantly from the
NC response. This is because more basis vectors are required to represent the nonlinear solution.
However, the Taylor basis response is observed to rapidly converge towards the NC solution as the
number of basis vectors increase. The close-up in Figure 4b shows that the Taylor basis response is
very close to the NC solution forN = 3 basis vectors. ForN = 6 the difference is insignificant. The
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14 S. ANDERSEN AND P. N. POULSEN

behavior of the standard basis is identical to the behavior of the Taylor basis for an equal number
of mode shapes N . Therefore, only a single standard basis response with N + H̄ = 6 + 18 basis
vectors is plotted.

In Table II the time step magnitudes ∆t and the actual time tsim spent on simulating the ten-second
responses shown in Figure 4 are listed. The table includes the simulation results based on the NC,
the CDM and the MEM.

Table II. Simulation times and errors.

∆t tsim eu ∆tlim tlimsim elim
u

Response Algorithm [ms] [s] [%] [ms] [s] [%]
NC CDM 0.055 276 - 0.055 276 -

Φ6+18
S CDM 0.16 3.55 0.06 0.16 3.55 0.06
Φ6
T CDM 2.00 0.25 0.10 28.9 0.03 5.21

Φ6+18
S MEM 0.16 3.57 0.06 0.16 3.57 0.06
Φ6
T MEM 2.00 0.32 0.10 28.9 0.03 5.21

A relative difference between the NC response and the basis responses is also presented in Table
II as an error eu which is defined as

eu =

∣∣ucy,NC(t)− ucy,basis(t)
∣∣∣∣∣ucy,NC(t)

∣∣∣
max


max

, t ε [0; 10 s] (41)

where the subscript ’NC’ refers to the NC solution, ’basis’ refers to either the Taylor basis or the
standard basis and ’max’ refers to the maximum value in the considered time interval. In Table II
the limit values for the time step ∆tlim are also listed, defined as the maximum values that can be
used before instability occurs. Instability is characterized by sudden rapid fluctuations or amplitudes
increasing without apparent limit within a short time interval. The corresponding simulation times
and errors are denoted tlimsim and elim

u .
From Table II the time step magnitude used in the NC simulation in Figure 4 is seen to be 55 µs

with a simulation time of 276 s. Both of the listed standard basis responses are simulated with a time
step of 0.16 ms producing errors of 0.06%. The simulation times are almost identical independent of
the integration scheme; with the CDM the simulation is 3.55 s and with MEM the simulation time
is 3.57 s. In the Taylor basis simulations the time step applied is 2 ms with an error of 0.10%. The
Taylor basis simulation time using the CDM is 0.25 s. With the MEM the Taylor basis simulation
time increases to 0.32 s. Thus, independent of the explicit algorithm, the Taylor basis simulation
times are one order of magnitude smaller than those obtained with the standard basis and more than
a thousand times smaller than those obtained with the NC algortihm in the actual case.

The time steps ∆t listed in Table II that are used for the NC simulations and the standard basis
simulations are also the limit values. However, in the case of the Taylor basis, the 2 ms time step
magnitude can be further increased. As stated in the table, the limit time step value is 28.90 s for
both the CDM and the MEM with a simulation time of 0.03 s and a relative error of 5.21%. Thus,
the Taylor basis exhibits significantly higher stability than the standard basis.

In Figure 5 the relation between the errors, the simulation times and the time step magnitudes are
presented. The plot illustrates the error eu as a function of the simulation time tsim using the Taylor
basis and the standard basis simulated using the CDM. The Taylor basis is illustrated for N = 6 and
the standard basis is illustrated for N + H̄ = 3 + 6 and N + H̄ = 6 + 18. The applied time steps
∆t are indicated next to each discrete point in brackets, with the limit values marked by an asterisk
(∗).

The plot in Figure 5 shows that if the time step is decreased the Taylor basis error is increased
simultaneously whereas the simulation time is decreased. The limit time steps is 28.9 ms with an
error of elim

u = 5.21%. As the simulation time grows the error converges to a value of approximately
eu = 0.08%. Both curves representing the standard basis display a more or less constant error level
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Figure 5. The error eu as a function of the simulation time tsim of the ten-second frame response evaluated
by basis projection based on the CDM. Time step magnitudes ∆t are added in brackets with (∗) indicating

the limit values.

for all time steps. The converged error values are eu = 0.47% and eu = 0.06%, respectively, of
which the lowest value represents the basis with N + H̄ = 6 + 18 basis vectors.

The nonzero converged errors in Figure 5 indicate that additional modes are required to reach a
full response convergence. The small difference in the converged Taylor basis error for N = 6 and
the converged standard basis error for N + H̄ = 6 + 18 is explained by the fact, that the standard
basis has N + H̄ = 6 + 18 = 24 free modal co-ordinates, whereas the Taylor basis only has N = 6
free modal co-ordinates.

Based on the results in Table II and in Figure 5 the Taylor basis is concluded to be the preferred
basis when considering a combination of precision and computational efficiency. The argument for
this is, that it is possible to perform simulations significantly faster with the Taylor basis compared
to the standard basis, with errors in the same order of magnitude or even smaller.

4.5. Basis Stability

The stability of the Taylor basis and the standard basis are studied. As a measure for the stability it is
considered how large time steps ∆t that can be applied as a function of the basis vector frequencies
ω without introducing sudden rapid fluctuations or significant increases in the response amplitude.

In Figure 6 the maximum time step magnitudes that can be used in the simulations of the frame
response are plotted using, respectively, the Taylor basis, ∆tT , and the standard basis, ∆tS . The
results are based on the CDM; however, identical results are obtained with the MEM.

In Figure 6a the time step ∆tT is plotted as a function of the frequency ωϕ and in Figure 6b the
time step ∆tS is plotted as a function of the frequency ω∂ϕ. The former frequency refers to the
highest frequency associated with the mode shapes of the system, and the latter refers to the highest
frequency associated with the MDs of the system. These are approximated by Rayleigh’s quotient
as

ω2
ϕ =

(
ϕTi KT (0)ϕi
ϕTi Mϕi

)
max

, i ε [1;N ] (42)

ω2
∂ϕ =

(
∂ϕTijKT (0)∂ϕij

∂ϕTijM∂ϕij

)
max

, i, j ε [1;N ] ∧ j ≤ i (43)

For simplicity, only the first mode shape ϕ1 and its associated MD ∂ϕ11 are included in the Taylor
basis used to generate the results in Figure 6. Two analytical stability limits, ∆tϕ and ∆t∂ϕ, are also
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Figure 6. Theoretical CDM time step stability curves, ∆tϕ and ∆t∂ϕ, compared with the stability of (a) the
Taylor basis ∆tT and (b) the standard basis ∆tS . The marks a to k refer to different frame density states.

plotted. These limits are found by inserting, respectively, the mode shape frequency and the MD
frequency into the stability condition for linear systems simulated by the CDM and the MEM, see
e.g. [29, 31]:

∆tϕ =
2

ωϕ
, ∆t∂ϕ =

2

ω∂ϕ
(44)

To investigate the basis stabilities for a wide range of frequencies, the frame density, ρ, was scaled
during the analysis. Each mark ranging from a to k in Figure 6 represents a specific density.

From Figure 6a the Taylor basis limit time steps, ∆tT , are seen to be very close to the analytical
stability curve, ∆tϕ. The result points g to k only deviate by a maximum of 10 percent from the
analytical ∆tϕ curve. Considering the result points a to j the deviation is slightly larger, with a
maximum deviation of 30 percent in point c. The standard basis time steps, ∆tS , shown in the plot
in Figure 6b, are also seen to be located closely to the analytical time step curve ∆t∂ϕ. The relative
deviation between the discrete result points and the analytical time step curve is in the 8-10 percent
interval for the frequency domain considered.

The above reported observations indicate that the stability of the Taylor basis only depends on
the mode shapes frequencies, whereas the stability of the standard basis depends on the frequencies
associated with the MDs. Thus, an approximate magnitude for the ratio between the limit time step
magnitudes is given as the ratio between the two analytical stability limits in (44), i.e.:

∆tlimT
∆tlimS

≈ ∆tϕ
∆t∂ϕ

=
ω∂ϕ
ωϕ

(45)

As indicated by the magnitudes of the frequencies in Figure 6, it is not unlikely that ω∂ϕ � ωϕ
for an arbitrary density state. Thus, potentially the time steps applied with the Taylor basis can be
significantly increased compared to those used in the standard basis. In the case illustrated in Figure
4 the highest frequency associated with the included mode shapes relates to the basis vector ϕ6 and
is ω6 = 68 rad/s. According to (44) this corresponds to a time step stability limit value

∆tϕ =
2

ω6
= 29.58 ms (46)

The time step value in (46) is close to the stability limit for the Taylor basis reported in Table II
which is ∆tlim =28.9 ms. The highest frequency associated with the MDs included in the Figure
4 simulations relates to the basis vector ∂ϕ61 and is ω61 = 3463 rad/s. According to (44) this
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corresponds to a time step stability limit of

∆t∂ϕ =
2

ω61
= 0.58 ms (47)

Given the time step values in (46) and (47) the approximate ratio in (45) is

∆tT
∆tS

≈ 29.58 ms
0.58 ms

= 51 (48)

The ratio of the actual time step limits in Table II is 28.9 ms / 0.16 ms ≈ 180, which is significantly
higher than the predicted time step ratio in (48). Thus, in the given case the approximation in (45)
is a lower bound value.

5. CONCLUSION

In the present work the efficiency, stability and accuracy of a Taylor basis used to analyse
kinematically nonlinear systems was investigated. The advantage of projecting the discretized
equations of motion onto a Taylor basis is that the co-ordinates of the modal derivatives are given as
a fixed product of the system mode shape co-ordinates. Thus, a Taylor basis that includes N system
mode shapes and H = 1

2 (N +N2) modal derivatives contains only N unknowns to be determined.
Considering the response of a highly nonlinear frame, it was shown that the Taylor basis exhibits
high precision. The example also showed that the computational time can be reduced by one order
of magnitude by using a Taylor basis instead of a standard basis including the same basis vectors.
Furthermore, it was illustrated that the Taylor basis allows for significantly higher time steps to
be used before instability occurs than the standard basis does. The ratio between the maximum
allowable time steps of the Taylor basis and the standard basis was shown to be approximately
equal to the frequencies of the modal derivatives divided by the mode shape frequencies. Since
the frequencies of the modal derivatives are typically significantly higher than the mode shapes
frequencies, this potentially allows for a significantly higher time step to be applied with a Taylor
basis.

A. TRANSFORMATION OF THE TAYLOR CO-ORDINATES

In the following the matrices used in the transformation of the EOMs in (17) from the (sT , ṡT , s̈T )
co-ordinates to the (s, ṡ, s̈) co-ordinates are presented. For the purpose the two matrices H and Eij

are introduced:

H =

[
I
01

]
, Eij = ET

ji =


δ1iδj1 δ1iδj2 . . . δ1iδjN
δ2iδj1 δ2iδj2 . . . δ2iδjN

...
...

...
δNiδj1 δNiδj2 . . . δNiδjN

 (49)

with I being a unit matrix of dimension N ×N , 01 a zero matrix of dimension H ×N and Eij a
N ×N matrix. This produces a matrix H of dimension (N +H)×H . Furthermore, the vectors eij
and dij are introduced

eij =

{
02

dij

}
, dij =

[
δ1iδj1 δ2iδj1 δ2iδj2 δ3iδj1 δ3iδj2 ... δNiδjN

]T
(50)

where dij is a vector of dimension H×1, 02 is a zero vector of dimension N×1 and eij is a vector
of dimension (H +N)×1. Given these defined vectors and matrices, the relation between sT and s
can be written as

sT =

(
H +

N∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

eijs
TEij

)
s = (H + W(s)) s = Q(s)s (51)
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where

Q(s) = H + W(s) , W(s) =

N∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

eijs
TEij (52)

Furthermore, the relation between ṡT and the (s, ṡ, s̈) co-ordinates is

ṡT =

(
H +

N∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

eijs
T (Eij + Eji)

)
ṡ = (H + R(s)) ṡ = U(s)ṡ (53)

where

U(s) = H + R(s) , R(s) =

N∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

eijs
T (Eij + Eji) (54)

The s̈T vector is related to the (s, ṡ, s̈) co-ordinates through the relation

s̈T = U(s)s̈ + 2P(ṡ)ṡ , P(ṡ) =

N∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

eij ṡ
TEij (55)

Finally the variation δsT can be related to δs by use of the expression

δsT = U(s)δs (56)

The vector s is now introduced in a sum format written in the following manner

s =

N∑
k=1

hksk, hTk =
[
δ1k δ2k ... δNk

]
(57)

Introducing the sum formulation in (57) into the definitions for the matrices W(s), R(s) and P(ṡ)
enables them to be written in a more compact form as

W(s) =

N∑
k=1

Aksk, R(s) =

N∑
k=1

Bksk, P(ṡ) =

N∑
k=1

Akṡk (58)

with the constant matrices

Ak =

N∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

eijh
T
kEij , Bk =

N∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

eijh
T
k (Eij + Eji) (59)

B. POLYNOMIAL INTERNAL RESTORING FORCE VECTORS - THE STANDARD BASIS

In the following it is illustrated how the element local internal restoring forces projected onto a
standard basis can be formulated as vector polynomial. In kinematic nonlinear systems the internal
restoring forces in (36) of an element covering the domain Ω can be written in the general form as,
see e.g. [32];

ge(v) =

[∫
Ω

BTDB dΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸
K0

+
1

2

∫
Ω

µ∑
l=1

(
BTDIlv

TSl + 2SlvIlDB
)
dΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸

K1(v)

+
1

2

∫
Ω

µ∑
l=1

µ∑
m=1

SlvITl DImvTSm dΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸
K2(v)

]
v (60)
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where the subindex e refers to the specific element number and v contains the element local DOFs.
Furthermore, B is a matrix from linear formulation, S` is a symmetric matrix originating from
nonlinear strain contributions, D is a stiffness matrix, I` is a column vector which places the
nonlinear terms in the correct position and µ is the number of nonlinear strain terms included.
By multiplying the vectors K0v, K1(v)v and K2(v)v in (60) by the element local basis matrix ΦT

e

on the left-hand side and inserting the relation v = Φes, the vector terms can be expressed as three
summations of vectors multiplied by the reduced co-ordinates:

ΦT
e K0Φes =

R∑
i=1

q1,isi (61)

ΦT
e K1(Φes)Φes =

R∑
i=1

R∑
j=1

q̃2,ijsisj =

R∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

q2,ijsisj (62)

ΦT
e K2(Φes)Φes =

R∑
i=1

R∑
j=1

R∑
k=1

q̃3,ijksisjsk =

R∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

j∑
k=1

q3,ijksisjsk (63)

The terms q1,i, q2,ij , q3,ijk, q̃2,ij and q̃3,ijk are constant equivalent force vectors, and R = N + H̄
represents the N mode shapes plus the H̄ linear independent MDs included in the standard basis.
The vectors q2,ij and q3,ijk represent a compact formulation of the vectors q̃2,ij and q̃3,ijk. The
relations between the vectors are

q2,ij = q̃2,ij + (1− δij)q̃2,ji (64)
q3,ijk = q̃3,ijk + (q̃3,jki + q̃3,kij)(1− δijδjk)− (q̃3,ikj + q̃3,kji + q̃3,jik)εijk (65)

where εijk is a permutation symbol fulfilling the conditions

εijk =0 if i = j ∨ i = k ∨ j = k

εijk =1 if (i, j, k) = (1, 2, 3) ∨ (2, 3, 1) ∨ (3, 1, 2)

εijk =− 1 if (i, j, k) = (3, 2, 1) ∨ (2, 1, 3) ∨ (1, 3, 2)

If vector number i in the element local basis matrix Φe is denoted as Φe,i, then the three vectors
q1,i, q̃2,ij and q̃3,ijk are given as

q1,i = ΦT
e K0Φe,i = ΦT

e

(∫
Ω

BTDB dΩ

)
Φe,i (66)

q̃2,ij = ΦT
e K1(Φe,i)Φe,j = ΦT

e

(
1

2

∫
Ω

r∑
l=1

(
BTDIlΦ

T
e,iSl + 2SlΦe,iIlDB

)
dΩ

)
Φe,j (67)

q̃3,ijk = ΦT
e K̄2(Φe,i,Φe,j)Φe,k = ΦT

e

(
1

2

∫
Ω

r∑
l=1

r∑
m=1

SlΦe,iI
T
l DImΦT

e,jSm dΩ

)
Φe,k (68)

In (68) the following notation has been introduced

K2(v) = K̄2(v1,v2) (69)

where the subindeces 1 and 2 refer to, respectively, the first and second element local displacement
vector from the left in K2(v). By inserting the expressions in (61)-(63) into (60), the element local
projected internal restoring forces can be written in the compact format

g̃e(s) = ΦT
e (K0 + K1(Φes) + K2(Φes)) Φes

=

R∑
i=1

q1,isi +

R∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

q2,ijsisj +

R∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

j∑
k=1

q3,ijksisjsk (70)

The equivalent force vector coefficients in (70) represent element local contributions. To obtain
the global equivalent force vector coefficients, all local element contributions in (70) are assembled.
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C. POLYNOMIAL INTERNAL RESTORING FORCE VECTORS - THE TAYLOR BASIS

In the following it is explained how the element local internal restoring forces projected onto a
Taylor basis can be formulated as a vector polynomial. This is done by first replacing the element
local DOFs in (60) with the Taylor basis formulation v = ΦT,esT . After this the element local
internal restoring forces are multiplied by the element local Taylor basis matrix ΦT

T,e on the left
hand side and organized as a sixth order vector polynomial in the reduced co-ordinates as

ĝe(sT ) =ΦT
T,e(K0 + K1(ΦT,esT ) + K2(ΦT,esT ))ΦT,esT

=

N∑
i=1

q∗
1,isi +

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

q∗
2,ijsisj + · · ·+

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

N∑
k=1

N∑
l=1

N∑
m=1

N∑
n=1

q∗
6,ijklmnsisjskslsmsn

=

N∑
i=1

q∗
1,isi +

N∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

q̄2,ijsisj + · · ·+
N∑
i=1

i∑
j=1

j∑
k=1

k∑
l=1

l∑
m=1

m∑
n=1

q̄6,ijklmnsisjskslsmsn

where q∗
1,i, q∗

2,ij , ..., q∗
6,ijklmn, q̄2,ij , q̄3,ijk, ... and q̄6,ijklmn are all constant vector coefficients.

The coefficients q̄ represent a compact formulation of the vectors coeffcients q. These compact
vector coefficients are found in two steps. First the vectors q∗ are organized. Using the definition in
(69) these are given as

q∗
1,i = (ΦT,e)

T
K0ϕi,e (71)

q∗
2,ij = (ΦT,e)

T (
K0∂ϕij,e + K1(ϕi,e)ϕj,e

)
(72)

q∗
3,ijk = (ΦT,e)

T (
K1(ϕi,e)∂ϕjk,e + K1(∂ϕij,e)ϕk,e + K̄2(ϕi,e,ϕj,e)ϕk,e

)
(73)

q4,ijkl = (ΦT,e)
T (

K1(∂ϕij,e)∂ϕkl,e + K̄2(ϕi,e,ϕj,e)∂ϕkl,e+

K̄2(∂ϕij,e,ϕk,e)ϕl,e + K̄2(ϕi,e, ∂ϕjk,e)ϕl,e
)

(74)

q∗
5,ijklm = (ΦT,e)

T (
K̄2(∂ϕij,e,ϕk,e)∂ϕlm,e + K̄2(ϕi,e, ∂ϕjk,e)∂ϕlm,e+

K̄2(∂ϕij,e, ∂ϕkl,e)ϕm,e
)

(75)

q∗
6,ijklmn = (ΦT,e)

T
K̄2(∂ϕij,e, ∂ϕkl,e)∂ϕmn,e (76)

where subindex e on ϕi,e and ∂ϕij,e refers to the local element considered. After evaluating the
equivalent force vectors in (72)-(76) these are organized into the symmetry force vectors q̄. For (72)
and (73) the relations in (64)-(65) can be reused. Fixed relations between q∗ in (74)-(76) and q̄ also
exist, but they are very comprehensive. The present authors, therefore, use a simple algorithm to
organize the vectors q̄. The algorithm consists of a loop that runs over all contributions of q∗ and
checks if the values of the indexes i to n match previous vectors with those index values in any
given combination. If this is the case, the vectors are added together.

The approach described above only determines the element local equivalent force vector
coefficients. To obtain the global equivalent force vector coefficients, all element contributions are
assembled.

D. APPROXIMATE VELOCITY

An approximation for the velocity vector ṡ(q) at the discrete time t(q) = q∆t is arranged. For this,
a second-order Taylor series of the displacement vector s is considered, with time t(q) taken as the
point of reference

s(t) = s(q) + ṡ(q)(t− t(q)) +
1

2
s̈(q)(t− t(q))2 (77)

The vectors ṡ(q) and s̈(q) are unknowns and should be determined. Both the displacement s(q−1) and
the velocity ṡ(q−1) in the time state t(q−1) are assumed to be known. Two equations including the
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unknowns ṡ(q) and s̈(q) can be arranged by use of (77) evaluated at the time state t(q−1) as

s(t(q−1)) =s(q) + ṡ(q)(−∆t) +
1

2
s̈(q)(−∆t)2 = s(q−1) (78)

ṡ(t(q−1)) =ṡ(q) + s̈(q)(−∆t) = ṡ(q−1) (79)

Then s̈(q) is isolated in (79) and inserted it into (78). By this the desired velocity ṡ(q) at time t(q) is
expressed as a function of the previously evaluated displacements and velocities as:

ṡ(q) =
2

∆t
(s(q) − s(q−1))− ṡ(q−1) (80)

However, it is desired to evaluate the velocity solely on the basis of displacements. If the CDM is
used, then the displacement vectors are explicitly related to the velocity by the expression

ṡ(q−1) =
1

2∆t
(s(q) − s(q−2)) (81)

Inserting (81) into (80) gives an approximation for the velocity vector at the time state t(q) in the
form

ṡ(q) =
1

∆t

(
3

2
s(q) − 2s(q−1) +

1

2
s(q−2)

)
(82)

The velocity approxmiation in (82) is purely based on the displacements at times t(q), t(q−1) and
t(q−2).
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